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ON THE GROTHENDIECK AND NIKODYM PROPERTIES FOR 
ALGEBRAS OF BAIRE, BOREL AND UNIVERSALLY 

MEASURABLE SETS 

W.H. GRAVES AND R.F. WHEELER 

ABSTRACT. Let j / b e a Boolean algebra, represented as the al
gebra of clopen subsets of a zero-dimensional compact Hausdorff 
space T. Let C(T) be the Banach space of continuous scalar-valued 
functions on T, M{T) its dual space. Then j / has the Grothendieck 
property (G) if every weak* convergent sequence in M(T) is weakly 
convergent; .s/has the Nikodym property (AO if every subset of 
M(T) which is setwise bounded on stf is uniformly bounded. 

Recently Schachermayer has shown that the algebra of Jordan 
measurable subsets of [0, 1] has (AO, but fails (G). In this paper the 
universal measure space of Graves is used to place Schachermayer's 
result in a more general context. Various "Jordan algebras" of 
subsets of a given T, for example the algebra J of Baire sets with 
scattered boundary, are examined with respect to properties (G) 
and (AO. The results include: (a) If T is an F-space, then J has both 
(G) and (AO; (b) If Tis first countable, then / h a s (AO; (c) If Tis 
metrizable and not scattered, then /fails (G); and (d) If T = 2A, A 
uncountable, then / fails both (G) and (AO. The Alexandroff dupli
cate of a given T, and the notion of a quasi-F-space introduced by 
Dashiell play a prominent role in the discussion. Some applications 
to vector measures with range in a Fréchet space are also given. 

1. Introduction. This paper studies Boolean algebras for which analogues 
of the classical Nikodym and Vitali-Hahn-Saks Theorems hold for se
quences of bounded additive measures. The Grothendieck property (that 
every weak*-convergent sequence in the dual of a Banach space should 
be weakly convergent) is also investigated in this context. The work builds 
on recent, fundamental progress in the area due to Schachermayer [29]. 
The approach is via the universal measure space of Graves [14], using 
continuity and orthogonality properties of vector measures studied by 
Brook [2, 3]. The results for scalar measures then follow from topological 
properties of the Stone space of a given Boolean algebra. 

A history of the Grothendieck, Nikodym, and Vitali-Hahn-Saks prop
erties can be found in the book by Diestel and Uhi [9]. See [5, 7, 8, 10, 
11, 35] for recent work in this area. A starting point for this paper is 
Schachermayer's discovery [29] that the algebra of Jordan measurable sub-
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sets of [0, 1] has the Nikodym property, but fails the Grothendieck and 
Vitali-Hahn-Saks properties. We build on this as follows. Let sé be a 
Boolean algebra with Stone space T. Then one can define various "Jordan 
algebras" of subsets of T, for example the algebra / of members of the 
Baire a-algebra which have scattered boundary. The boundaries of mem
bers of / are assigned measure zero by every purely non-atomic regular 
Borei measure on T; thus they imitate the behavior of the Jordan measur
able subsets of [0, 1] with respect to Lebesgue measure. The results of 
this study include the following properties. If T is an i^-space, then / has 
both the Grothendieck and Nikodym properties. If T is first countable, 
then / is still Nikodym, but if T is metrizable and not scattered, then / is 
not Grothendieck. A particularly interesting example, investigated in 
some detail, is the Cantor space 2N. If T = 2A for uncountable A, then 
both the Grothendieck and Nikodym properties fail for / . 

It is also shown that if 0 is a purely non-atomic, strongly bounded 
vector measure on sé, with range in a Fréchet space, then 0 gives rise in 
a natural way to an algebra J0 of subsets of T which has the Nikodym 
property. 

In the final portion of the paper, we consider a large collection of 
"Jordan algebras" of subsets of T—the algebras of Baire, Borei, or 
universally measurable subsets of T which have scattered, countable, or 
finite boundary, or which differ by a finite set from a clopen set. We 
analyze (not exhaustively) the relationships among these algebras, and 
the situations in which they do or do not satisfy the Grothendieck and 
Nikodym properties. The Alexandroff duplicate [16] of a given T9 and the 
notion of a quasi-F-space [5, 6] play a prominent role in this discussion. 
We conclude with a list of open questions. 

We wish to thank the University of Missouri, Columbia, for its generous 
hospitality during the period when this research was conducted. 

2. Some notation and identifications. The background for the measure 
theory and topology needed in this work can be found in [9, 13, 32]. 
Throughout, sé is a Boolean algebra, and # is the algebra (Boolean iso
morphic to sé) of all clopen subsets of the Stone space T of sé, a zero-
dimensional compact Hausdorff space. Elements of sé will be identified 
with their clopen counterparts in ^ , but the Boolean operation V, A, and 
' in sé will be distinguished from the set-theoretic operations (J, f|, and 
~ in P(T), the power set of T. In general Ä, A°, dA, and Ä represent the 
closure, interior, boundary (Ä — A°), and complement of a subset A of 
T. If v4, B c T, then AâB = (A - B)\J(B - A). 

C(T) denotes the Banach space of continuous scalar-valued functions on 
r , with the supremum norm. A subset A of Tis a zero-set [resp., cozero 
set] if it has the form {t:f(t) = 0} [resp., {t:f(t) # 0}] for some /e C(T). 
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The (T-algebra of Baire sets is the least ^-algebra Ba(r) of subsets of T 
containing the zero-sets. Any Baire set in a compact space is Lindelöf. 
Any closed Baire set in Tis a zero-set; if £/is open in T, then the following 
are equivalent: (a) Ue Ba(r); (b) U is a cozero-set; and (c) Uis a count
able (disjoint) union of clopen sets. Unfortunately the closure or interior 
of a Baire set need not be a Baire set, even for first countable T (Example 
8.4), but this does hold in case T is a compact group or a product of 
separable metric spaces [26]. 

The (T-algebra of Borei sets is the least ^--algebra Bo(r) of subsets of T 
containing the closed sets. A subset B of T is universally measurable if 
for each finite non-negative regular Borei measure ß on T9 there exist 
Bh B2 (depending on fx) in Bo(r) with B1 a B a B2 and [jfß^ = JLL(B2). 

The ^-algebra of universally measurable subsets of T is denoted by U(T). 
Clearly Ba(T) c Bo(r) c U{T). Ba(r) = Bo(r) if and only if every 
closed subset of T is a G3-set, in particular if T is metrizable. 

A compact Hausdorfï space S is scattered if every non-empty closed 
subset contains an isolated point. Equivalently, S admits no non-zero, 
non-atomic regular Borei measures [27, 19] and so U(S) = P(S). Every 
scattered space is sequentially compact [21, 23], and has a dense set of 
isolated points. Any countable compact S is scattered; if S is first-count
able, the converse is true [32]. See [24, 33] for additional information. 

Let g$ be an algebra of subsets of T containing the clopen sets. Then 
Jfi@), J&ß\ a nd Jna(@t) denote, respectively, the algebras of members of 
<% which have finite, countable, or scattered boundaries, while JÂ{0) = 
{Be <%\ B J Cis finite for some clopen set C}. Thus JA{&) is the algebra 
generated by the clopen sets and the finite members of <%. Clearly 
# c Jâ{0) c Jf(0) <= JC(0) <= JtdJ%)> a nd in general all inclusions 
are proper. We shall only consider St = Ba(J), Bo(J), or U{T). The sym
bol St(/j(^)) denotes the Stone space of JA(ß) considered as a Boolean 
algebra; in general this will not coincide with T = St(< )̂. 

For the duality theory of locally convex spaces (LCS) see Schaefer [30]. 
If E is an LCS, then E' denotes the space of continuous linear functionals 
on E. Let ba(j/) denote the space of scalar-valued, bounded, finitely 
additive set functions on a Boolean algebra jtf, M{T) the space of scalar-
valued regular Borei measures on T. The space S(<&) of ^-simple functions 
on T is dense in the Banach space C(T), and we have the usual identifica
tions 

baU) = baflf) = (S(«f), || ||)' - (C(D, || H)' = M(T). 

Each fi e M(T) has a unique extension to a regular measure on U(T). 
We also require a few results about vector-valued measures. For any 

complete LCS X, sb(j3/, X) is the space of finitely additive maps 0: A -• X 
which are strongly bounded (i.e., if (At) is a disjoint sequence in jtf, then 
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0(At) -> 0). If Xis the scalar field, we write simply sb(sé) ( = ba(j/)). 
Graves [14] has introduced and studied the universal measure topology 

T on S(^). The completion L(^) of (S(<g), T) is a semi-reflexive Mackey 
space, and may be identified with (M(T)', z(M(T)\ M(T)). For subsets of 
M(T), the following are equivalent: (a) z-equicontinuity ; (b) relative 
a(M(T), M(r)')-compactness; and (c) uniform boundedness (in the total 
variation norm) and uniform strong boundedness on # [14, 11.6]. 

Brook [2, 3] has shown that L{$) with an Arens multiplication derived 
from the normed algebra S(<g) is a commutative C*-algebra (the norm 
coincides with the natural dual norm of M(T)f). There is a natural embed
ding of U(T) in the complete Boolean algebra & of all projections (idem-
potents)in L(#) = M(T)'. The topologies a(M(T)\ M(T)) and z(M(T)\ 
M(T)) agree on g? [4, Th. 3.3]. Boolean limits and z-limits are the same 
for monotone nets in g? [2, Cor. 4.13]. These results allow us to identify 
sb(< ,̂ X) with M(T9 X), the space of regular, countably-additive, X-valued 
Borei measures on T, and to extend every 0 e M(T, X) uniquely to a 
regular countably-additive, Z-valued measure on U(T). From Theorems 
1.4 and 1.5 of [14]. 

SflkSitf), T), X) = i?(L(<n X) = sbftf, X) = sb(^ , X) = M(T9 X). 

In the scalar case, 

(S(n Ty = (S(n II ID' = bafl?) = (UV), T)'. 

Note that z is Mackey on L(<^), but not on S{<£) unless <g is finite. Context 
rather than distinguishing notation will indicate the domain of any 
measure ( = continuous linear map) under these identifications. 

3. The properties G, G', N, and VHS. If sé is a Boolean algebra, and 
(jun) is a sequence of measures in ba(j/) = M(T), we always use the terms 
"weak*" and "weak" to refer to a(M(T), C(T)) and a(M(T), M(T)') 
convergence, respectively. M(T) is sequentially complete with respect to 
each of these topologies. If & is a family of subsets of T, then (jLin) is said 
to be a J'-Cauchy sequence if \imnßn(B) exists (finitely) for all Be&. 
If there is a member ju of M(T) such that \\mnnn(B) = n(B) for all Be&, 
the sequence is said to be ^-convergent. If gè is an algebra of subsets of 
T, this simply describes convergence in the topology a(m(T), S{^)). A 
J'-Cauchy sequence need not be ^-convergent. For example, let sé be 
the Boolean algebra of finite-cofinite subsets of N. The Stone space of 
sé is N = N U {oo}, the one-point compactification of N. If & = ^ is 
the family of clopen subsets of N, and ^w = ZI?=i<5(0 — «-<5(oo), then the 
sequence (//„) is ^-Cauchy, but not ^-convergent (cf. [9, p. 3]). 

DEFINITION 3.1. A Boolean algebra sé has the Grothendieck property 
(G) if every weak*-convergent sequence in M(T) is weakly convergent. 
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sé has (G) if and only if every continuous linear map from C(T) to a 
separable Banach space is weakly compact [15]. 

DEFINITION 3.2. A Boolean algebra in sé has property (G') if every 
^-convergent sequence in M{T) is weakly convergent (again, %? = clopen 
subsets of T). 

DEFINITION 3.3. A Boolean algebra sé has the Nikodym property (N) 
if every ^-bounded subset ofM(T) is uniformly bounded. 

sé has (N) if and only if (S(<g\ || ||) is barrelled [29]. 

DEFINITION 3.4. A Boolean algebra sé has the Vitali-Hahn-Saks prop
erty (VHS) if every «^-Cauchy sequence is uniformly strongly bounded 
on # (i.e., (xn{Ct) -* 0 uniformly in n for every pairwise disjoint sequence 
(C,) of clopen sets). 

A ^--complete Boolean algebra has all four of these properties [1], 
Substantial extensions of this result can be found in [5, 29, 31]. The finite-
cofinite subsets of N fail all four. 

The equivalence of (2) and (3) in the following proposition has been 
established in [8, 29]. 

THEOREM 3.5. The following are equivalent for a Boolean algebra sé'. 
(1) G', (2) G + N, and (3) VHS. 

PROOF. (1) => (2): (G') => (G) is obvious, and (G') => (N) follows from 
the usual ßn -+ ßj VWßnW argument. 

(2) => (3) : Since S(<&) is norm dense in C(T), the Nikodym property 
implies that the weak*-and ^-topologies on M(T) have the same Cauchy 
( = convergent) sequences. Thus, from (G), and ^-Cauchy sequence is 
weakly convergent, hence uniformly strongly bounded on <€ [14,11.6]. 

(3) => (1): Combining 4.1 and 11.6 of [14], if a subset H of M(T) is 
uniformly strongly bounded on # , then it is relatively weakly compact if 
and only if it is ^-bounded. Thus if (VHS) holds, every ^-convergent 
sequence is ^-bounded and uniformly strongly bounded on ^ , hence 
weakly convergent. Hence (G') holds. 

By modifying the final argument, one can show that the three parts of 
the theorem are also equivalent to (G"): every ^-Cauchy sequence in 
M{T) is weakly convergent. Schachermayer's example (the Jordan 
measurable subsets of [0, 1]) shows that (N) need not imply (G). It is 
not known whether (G) implies (N) (and, consequently, (VHS)). 

4. Orthogonally converging sequences and property G'. In this section 
we show that if there is an ^/-convergent sequence in ba(j3f), with terms 
orthogonal in an appropriate sense, then j / fails (G'). One application 
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arises when a sequence of atomic measures is ^-convergent to a non-
atomic measure. 

Since sé is not assumed to be ^-complete, the e — ö rather than the 
0-0 versions of continuity and orthogonality are appropriate. These no
tions will be needed later in the context of vector measures and so are 
stated here in full generality. 

DEFINITION 4.1. Let sé be a Boolean algebra, X and Scomplete LCS 
with 0-neighborhood bases Ji and JV, respectively. Let 0 e sb(sé9 X), 
Wesb(sé, F). Then 

(a) W is 0-continuous (W < , 0) on sé if for each NeJ^ there exists 
M e l such that W(A) e N whenever A e sé and {0(B): B ^ A) c M, 
and 

(b) 0 and 2P*are topologically orthogonal (0 ±t W) on sé if for each pair 
of 0-neighborhoods M e J , NeJ^9 there is an A e sé such that {0(B): 
B g A} c M and {W(C): A A C = 0} c N. 

THEOREM 4.2. If there is a sequence (fxn) in ba(to/), sé-convergent to /i, 
and if there is v e bdi(sé) such that v ^ 0, v <t ft, and v _}_ jun for all n, 
then sé fails (G'). 

PROOF. Brook [3] has shown that an idempotent Pv e L(tf) = b&(sé)' 
can be canonically associated with v. Then Pv induces a Lebesgue de
composition of vector measures with respect to v ; hence Pv(fin) = OV/i, 
while Pv(/d ¥- 0. Thus (jun) cannot be weakly convergent to /̂ . 

THEOREM 4.3. If there is a sequence (fin) in ba(j/), sé-convergent to 0, 
such that ||//J| ^ e for some e > 0 and all n, and fim ±t [infor m # n, 
then sé fails (G'). 

PROOF. Let P = V ^ r t i n t n e complete Boolean algebra ^ . Then 

POO = l im(v P ^ ( ^ ) = P^Mn) = ll/U è e V« . 

Thus (fin) is not weakly convergent to 0. 

Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 can also be proved by passing to the correspond
ing regular Borei measures on T, and using the notions of absolute con
tinuity and orthogonality appropriate to that setting. In 4.2, fix n, and 
choose a sequence (Cm) in <€ with \jin\ (Cm) < 1/2W, \v\(Cm) < \\2m for 
all m. Let 

CO / CO \ 

then \v\(Dn) = \(t„\(D„) = 0. Now let D = f|~=i A.Î then \V\(D) = |v|(r), 
while l/î K^D) = 0 for all n. Since 0 ^ v <t p, there is a Borei set 5 c D 
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with JLL(B) T* 0. Thus fiJJS) •** JLL(B\ SO weak convergence fails. In 4.3, 
similar reasoning produces a pairwise disjoint sequence (Bm) of Borei sets 
with \/in\(BJ = dmn'\/iH\(T) Vm, n. For each m, choose a Borei set Dm a 
Bm with \fim(Dm)\ ^ e/4, and let D = \J~^Dm. Then |^(Z))| ^ e/4for 
all n, and so (/i„) does not converge weakly to 0. 

5. Generalized Jordan algebras. Here we begin to consider specific al
gebras of subsets of T which do or do not possess properties (G) and (N). 
If Tis an .F-space (disjoint cozero-sets have disjoint closures), then Seever 
[31] has shown that ^ has both properties. In the other direction, we have 
the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 5.1. If T admits a single non-trivial convergent sequence 
(tn), then ^ fails both (G) and(N). 

PROOF. Consider the sequences of measures d(tn) — d(tn+i) and n(ô(t^ — 
ö(tn+1)), respectively. 

REMARK. The converse of 5.1 is not true. From Theorems 8.1 and 8.12, 
the Alexandroff duplicate of an infinite F-space has no non-trivial conver
gent sequences, and every member of ba(^) is (Boolean) countably-ad-
ditive, yet # fails both (G) and (N). 

If Tis infinite, then Proposition 5.1 applies for T scattered, first coun
table, or supercompact [36] (in particular, if T is a compact group). It 
is therefore noteworthy that for first countable T, one can construct 
"reasonably small" algebras of universally measurable subsets of T 
which do possess the Nikodym property. The work of Schachermayer [29] 
provides the basic motivation for this development. 

Let & be an algebra of subsets of T with <g c J> c U(T). Let 0 e 
sb(< ,̂ X) = M(T, X) for a complete LCS X, so that 0 defines a strongly 
bounded, countably-additive measure on ^ . 

DEFINITION 5.2. The Jordan sub-algebra of 08 with respect to 0 is 
j£0) = {B e a: 0(D) = 0 for all D e U(T) such that D cz dB}. 

It is easily seen that J0{ß) is an algebra of subsets of T, with <% c J0{0) 
c ^ . The next result allows us to lift sequential convergence in M(T)+ 
from <g to J0( 0&\ 

THEOREM 5.3. If(fin), n e M(T)+, [i < , 0, and(fin) is ^-convergent to 
ft, then (fin) is Jr

0{0)-cornergent to /2. 

PROOF. This is very similar to Schachermayer's proof [29, V. 1.1] for the 
classical Jordan algebra of subsets of [0, 1], so we only sketch the details. 
We may assume that ||^|| = K Let B e J${0) and e > 0 be given. Since 
ju < , $, fi(B°) = ju(B) = JJL{B). Since JLL is regular, there are clopen sets 
A c B° and C a T - B with n(B°) - /x(A) < e/2, and /i(T - B) -
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fi(C) < e/2. Since fxn{A) -• /u(A) and fin(C) -> fi(C), a short calculation 
shows that \ju(B) - #,(201 < e for sufficiently large n. 

Brook [3] has shown that if 0 e sb(< ,̂ X), ¥ G sb(#, 7), and W « , 0 on 
# , then 3P* < , 0 on every algebra 38 of subsets of T such that <g c ^ c 
^/(r). Topological orthogonality shifts upward in the same fashion. With 
these observations, Theorems 4.2 and 5.3 yield the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 5.4. If there is a sequence (jun) in ba(#)+, ^-convergent to 
/a, where ft <t0 ontf, and if there is v e ba(^) such that v ^ 0, y «* // 
tf« # , and v ±t fxnon ^ for all n, then J0(38) fails (G'). 

A strongly bounded map 0 on <g is said to be purely non-atomic if 
every strongly bounded, (^-continuous map on <g is non-atomic. For 
0 G ba(^)+, the notions of non-atomic and purely non-atomic coincide. Of 
particular importance in the sequel is the universal purely non-atomic 
strongly bounded map 0O: <$ -» (L(#), v) studied in [4]. The corresponding 
idempotent P0 in gp is given by P0 = \/Pß, where fi runs over the non-
negative non-atomic members of ba(^) = M(T). 

PROPOSITION 5.5. Let <£ be an algebra of subsets of T such that <g a 38 <= 
U(T). Then the following collections of sets are identical: (a) J0O(&)', 
(b) {Be 38: ju(dB) = Ofor all non-atomic fi eM(T)+}\ and (c) Jna(38) = 
[Be 38: dB is scattered}. 

PROOF. The equality of the sets mentioned in (b) and (c) is a conse
quence of a well-known result of Walter Rudin [27]. Since each non-
atomic// G M(T)+ is $0-continuous, J0O(38) <= Jna(38). If B G Jna(ß), and D 
is a universally measurable subset of dB, then 0O(D) = 0o(^o • %(20) — 
T-lim{P^%(D) : fi a non-atomic measure in M(T)+} = 0. 

Members of Jm(38) will be referred to simply as Jordan sets for the 
algebra 38. Henceforth we assume that 38 = Ba(T), Bo(r), or U(T), so 
that 38 is, in particular, a ^-algebra of sets. At this point we generalize 
Schachermayer's result [29, V. 1.2] that the classical Jordan algebra of 
[0, 1] has the Nikodym property. 

THEOREM 5.6. Assume that 0 e sb(^, X) is purely non-atomic and satisfies 
(*) : for each t eT there is a decreasing sequence (A?) of clopen neighbor
hoods of t such that 0(F) = Ofor every Fe U(T) with F c f| A{. Then 
J0(38) has the Nikodym property for 38 = Ba(r), Bo(r), or U(T). 

PROOF. The argument is based on Schachermayer's adaptation of the 
proof of the Nikodym Theorem for <j-algebras given by Diestel and Uhi 
[9, pp. 14-16]. If the theorem is false, then there is a sequence (fin) in 
ba.(J0(0)) such that (fin(38)) is a bounded sequence Vi? G J0(38), yet \\fin\\ -v 
oo. Note that ln = # J # extends to a regular Borei measure vn on T, 
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but vn\Jai$) need not agree with fin, since T is not, in general, the Stone 
space ofJ<p(&). 

Combining compactness of Twith the hypothesis of the theorem, there 
is a point tQeT such that supn\/jin\(At) = oo V/. As in [29, V.l.2] there is 
a sequence (Tk) of pairwise disjoint members of J^{0), with Tk <= AkVk, 
and ä strictly increasing sequence (nk) of integers such that 

\f*nk(Tk)\ > E MTj)\ + k + 1 . 

If (7^.) is any subsequence of (Tk), then W = [JTk. e <%, since <% is a o-
algebra. Moreover, 

W- W° <= [J(Tki - TÎ) U ( f H , ) -

Now 0 : ^ -> Xis (trivially) countably-additive, by a compactness argu
ment, and the unique extension to U(T) retains this property. Since 0 
annihilates universally measurable subsets of each Tk. — T°k. and f]Ak., 
WeJ0(&). Now, as observed by Schachermayer, the remainder of the 
proof in [9] proceeds without change to establish the desired contradic
tion. 

Again & = Ba(r), Bo(T), or U(T) in the following corollaries. 

COROLLARY 5.7. If X is a Fréchet space, and 0 e sb(< ,̂ X) is purely non-
atomic, then J$(0) has the Nikodym property. 

COROLLARY 5.8. If T is metrizable, and JU is a non-atomic probability 
measure on T, then J^) has (N), but fails (G). 

PROOF. Choose a sequence ({*„) of finite non-negative linear combina
tions of point mass measures so that (/xn) -> [x in a(M(T), C(T)) [37, p. 
188]. Then Corollary 5.4 (with p = v = 0) shows that JM(a) fails (G'). 
Now J^iß) has (N), by Theorem 5.6, so it fails (G), by Theorem 3.5. 

The fact that JJ^0) has (N) is observed by Schachermayer [29, V.l.3]. 

COROLLARY 5.9. If T is metrizable, then Jna{0) always has (N), but has 
(G) if and only ifTis scattered(equivalent ly, countable). 

PROOF. Theorem 5.6, with 0 = 0O, shows that (N) holds. If T is scat
tered, then Jm{0) = (% is a <7-algebra, hence has (G). If Tis not scattered, 
then Tadmits a non-atomic probability measure p, and Corollary 5.4 (with 
[i = v, 0 = 0o, (ju„) as in Corollary 5.8) shows that Jm(@) fails (G'). 
Hence it must also fail (G). 

REMARK. If T is first countable, then Theorem 5.6 still implies that 
Jna{0) has (N). If the space P(T) of probability measures were first coun-
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table for the weak*-topology (equivalently, for a(M(T), S(<^)), then the 
argument in Corollary 5.9 could be used to show that Jna{0) fails (G) for 
non-scattered T While first countability apparently does not pass from T 
to P(T) in general, R. Pol [25] has discovered a class of compact spaces 
in which this is indeed true. This class includes the double arrow space 
(see [18]), which is separable, first countable, and perfectly normal, but 
not metrizable. 

6. Jordan sets for metrizable spaces. The results of the previous section 
are equally valid for 3& = Ba(r), Bo(T), or U(T). In this section we begin 
to record differences in the measure theoretic behavior of their respective 
Jordan algebras. Now / j , / / , /c , and Jm give rise to twelve algebras of 
sets; however, /^(Bo) = Jj(U), //(Bo) = Jf{U\ and /c(Bo) = JC{U) for 
every T. Note that any subset of T with a scattered (resp., countable) 
boundary is necessarily in U(T) (resp., Bo(T)). The resulting nine algebras 
can be arranged as follows (arrows denoting inclusion) : 

<g -+ /^Ba) -+ //(Ba) -> /c(Ba) - JJBSL) 
i | 4 | 

/„(Bo) -> //(Bo) - Jc(Bo) - /„(Bo) - Jm(U) 

No two of these coincide for every T. In fact, if coQ and coi denote the 
first infinite and first uncountable ordinals, respectively, then all except 
/c(Ba) and /wfl(Ba) are distinct for T = [0, coj, and those are distinct for 
T = [0, o)d x [0, co0]. 

For metrizable T, the situation is much simpler. Since Ba(r) = Bo( J ) , 
and every closed scattered subset of T is countable, even homeomorphic 
to [0, a] for some countable ordinal a [32, 8.6.10], the diagram of inclu
sions reduces to 

V -> /j(Ba) -> //(Ba) -> /„(Ba) . 

PROPOSITION 6.1. If Tis metrizable and infinite, then 
(a) <% and Jj(Ba) always fail both (G) and(N), 
(b) //(Ba) A&y (G) ör (N) //a«*/ Ö«/J z/fAe .sef of non-isolated points of 

Tis fini te, and 
(c) /wa(Ba) always has (N), Z>«J Aas (G) if and only if Tis countable. 

PROOF, (a) T contains a non-trivial convergent sequence (tn). If A e 
/j(Ba), then either A or Ä contains all but finitely many tn. Now argue as 
in Proposition 5.1. 

(b) If the derived set is finite, then //(Ba) = Ba(r) is a a-algebra. If 
the derived set is infinite, it contains a sequence (tn) of distinct points. Let 
0&n = {A e //(Ba): dA Ç] {tk}k>n = 0 } . Then (J>w) is a strictly increasing 
sequence of algebras with \J@n = //(Ba). By [29, VI.2.1], //(Ba) must 
fail (G) and (N). 
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(c) This follows from Corollary 5.9. 

This result leads to the conjecture that /wa(Ba) is ihe smallest "reason
able" sub-algebra of U(T) which contains the clopen sets and has the Ni-
kodym property. Theorem 6.3 lends some support to this conjecture for 
first countable T, but Example 6.4 shows it to be false in general. Theorem 
6.5 shows why "reasonable" is needed in the above. 

DEFINITION 6.2. Let T be first countable, Qf an algebra of subsets of 
T. Then <& is weakly a-complete if whenever t0 e T, with a nested clopen 
neighborhood base (Vn\ and (Bn) is a sequence in <% with Bn c Vn — 
K„+1V«, then [)Bne®. 

Inspection of the proof of Theorem 5.6 reveals that it is the weak 
cr-completeness of /na(Ba) which enables the Nikodym property to be 
established for that algebra. 

THEOREM 6.3. Assume that T is first countable, and that Q) is a weakly 
G-complete algebra of subsets of T which contains the clopen sets. Then <3 
contains all cozero-sets which have scattered boundary. 

PROOF. Let' U be a cozero-set with scattered boundary which is not 
clopen. By a theorem of Mazurkiewicz and Sierpinski [32, 8.6.10], dU 
is homeomorphic to a space [0, a], where a is a countable ordinal, and 
[0, a] has the order topology. Call a the rank of U. The theorem is now 
proved by induction on a. 

If a = 0, then D — U is a singleton {t0}. Choose a nested clopen neigh
borhood base (Vn) for tQ with Vx = T, and let Bn = U fi (Vn - Vn+1). 
Then each Bn is clopen, and so U = \JnBn e <$. 

Now assume that the assertion holds for each U with rank less than 
some countable ordinal ß. Identify Ü — U with [0, ß]. If ß = 7- + 1, 
then /3 is an isolated point of Ü — U, so there is a clopen subset C of T 
with ß e C, [0, y] c C. Then C/ fi C and £/ fi C are cozero-sets with 
boundaries [0, 7-] and {ß}, respectively, hence in Q). Since Q is an algebra, 

Finally, assume that ß is a limit ordinal, and let (Vn) be a nested clopen 
neighborhood base for ß in T, with Ki = T. Then (Fw - Vn+1) f] [0, 0] 
is a compact subset of [0, /3), hence of order type less than ß, for each n. 
Thus each set i?w = U Ç] {Vn - Vn+i) is a cozero-set of rank less than 
ß, hence in ®, and so J7 = (Ji?M is in ^ , since $d is weakly ^-complete. 

EXAMPLE 6.4. Let T = 2A
9 where 2 = {0, 1}, and A is an uncountable 

index set. It is well-known that any Baire set B of T depends on countably 
many co-ordinates i.e., there is a countable subset D of A and Bx e 
Ba(2ö) such that B = Bx x 2*-/>. Since 9£ = 9^! x 2^-^, and the 
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continuous image of a scattered space is scattered [32, 8.5.3], dB must be 
empty. Thus /wa(Ba) = <*?, but <g fails (G) and (N), by Proposition 5.1. 

REMARK. Theorem 8.12 yields another class of spaces for which /w<2(Ba) 
fails both (G) and (N). 

We close this section by showing that no algebra properly containing 
<% can be strictly minimal with respect to possessing the Nikodym prop
erty. 

THEOREM 6.5. Let Q) be an algebra of subsets of T {first-countable or 
not), properly containing the clopen sets <g. If ' <£> has (N), then there is a 
proper sub-algebra ê of <3 which contains *% and has (N). 

PROOF. Choose two distinct Boolean ultrafilters p, q on @ such that 
{Ce<g: Cep} = { C e ^ : Ceq}. Existence of such p, q is easily seen, 
for example, by considering the map from the Stone space of Q) onto T 
induced by the embedding of <g into Q). Let £ = {D e@: D ep f) q, 
ox D ep f] q}. Then ê is a proper sub-algebra of 2 and contains # . Fix 
D0 G 3) such that D0 e q, D0$p, and define T: S{&) -+ S(<$) by 

T(f)=f+(f(p)-f(q))-x(»o), 
where %{D^ is the characteristic function of Z>0. It is easily seen that T 
is a (norm-continuous) projection of S(@) onto S(ê) with one-dimensional 
kernel (the span of %{D^). Since Q) is Nikodym, (S(0), || ||) is barrelled. 
Thus (Si^), || ||), a subspace of co-dimension one, is barrelled [28, 34] 
and so ê is Nikodym. 

The projection T was introduced by Isbell and Semadeni [17] and 
later used by Bade and Seever [31]. Schachermayer [29, VI. 1.1] gives a 
result in a similar spirit. In the other direction, if ^ c <f c ££, $ has 
(N), and S(g) has finite co-dimension in S(0), then Q> has (N). This 
follows because (ß(ß), || ||) is topologically isomorphic to the product 
of its closed subspace S(ê) and a finite-dimensional LCS, and therefore 
is barrelled [30]. 

Particular choices for p and q in the preceding proof may lead to 
interesting algebras ê. For example, if T = N, the one-point compacti-
fication of TV, and 9 = /wfl(Ba) = P(T), let p = {D e @\ oo e /)}, and 
let q be a free ultrafilter of subsets of N. Then D0 = N. Now St(^) is the 
Stone-Cech compactification of TV with the discrete topology, and St(<f) 
is obtained by identifying oo with a point of ßN — N. Thus St((f) is 
homeomorphic to ßN, and so ê is complete as a Boolean algebra, although 
not a (7-algebra under set-theoretic operations. 

7. Some remarks on the Cantor space. Given a subset of a space T, 
how must it be positioned in order to have a scattered boundary? If F 
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is a closed subset of T, and F AC is countable and nowhere dense for 
some clopen set C (necessarily unique), then dF is scattered. Indeed 
C — F is open and nowhere dense, so C a F°, but then dF cz F — C 
is countable, and therefore scattered. 

Unfortunately the converse fails for any uncountable, first countable 
T. To see this, note that some t0 e T has no countable neighborhood. 
Let (Vn) be a nested clopen neighborhood base at t0, with Vn — Vn+\ 
uncountable for all n. Let Un be an uncountable proper clopen subset 
of Vn - Vn+h and let F = \JnUn U {t0}. Then F is a zero-set of T with 
one-point boundary. There does not exist a clopen set C with F AC 
countable and nowhere dense; for if so, then C a F°, so that (by com
pactness) C a \JfUn for some m. But then Um+1 c F AC. 

C. Brook has observed to the authors that a subset A of metrizable 
T is in /wa(Ba) if and only if A = U \J M, where U is an open set with 
countable boundary, and M has countable closure. 

If T = 2N, the classical Cantor space, then a countable subset E is a 
member of Jm(Ba) if and only if Ë is scattered. We describe precisely 
when this occurs. The approach is suggested by the work of Lacey and 
Hardy [20]. Let Xn = {t e 2" : tn = 0}, Yn= {te2": tn = 1}. The phrase 
"basic clopen set of rank /?" denotes any set of the form f)$=1Zni where 
Zn = Xn or Yn for each n. Let ek denote the member of 2N whose >th 
component is òjk-

If M = (/*,-) is an infinite (increasing) subsequence of N, then M can be 
arranged as a tree with levels {ni}, {n2, n3}, {«4, n5, «6, «7}, . . . If x = 
(xk) e 2N, then x picks out a path 2?x in the tree, as follows : n\ e Bx\ having 
chosen an integer in the &-th level, go left if xk — 0, go right if xk = 1 
to pick a member of the (k + l)-st level. Explicitly, Bx = {nJv nh, . . . } 
where y*! = 1 and 

1=1 

If A c= 2^, say that ,4 is compatible with M and x if for each integer p, 
there is a member r of A whose «,A-th coordinate is xk9 1 =ç fc <; p. 

THEOREM 7.1. 2>f E be a countable subset of 2N. Then the following 
are equivalent: (1) Ë is not scattered; and {2) there is an infinite subsequence 
M of N such that, for every x e 2N, E is compatible with M and x. 

PROOF. (1) => (2): Let P be a non-empty perfect subset of Ë. Let x 
and y be distinct points of P, and choose a basic clopen set Cx of rank 
nx with xeCi, ye C\. Since P f| C\ is perfect, there is a basic clopen 
set C2 c: Ci with rank n2 > ni such that C2 fi P> (Ci — Q ) fi p a r e 

non-empty; hence £ meets both C2 and Q - C2. Similarly, Q is split 
by a basic clopen set of rank n3 > «2. Continuing inductively, we obtain 
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an infinite subsequence M = (nt) of N, and it can be seen from the 
construction that (2) is satisfied. 

(2) => (1): We construct an interlocking sequence {(An9 Bn)} of rela
tively clopen, complementary subsets of F, and apply [20, Prop. 9]. Let 
M = {nl9 n2, . . . } . Let A1 = Xni f] F, B1 = YHl f| Ë. Then Ax and B± 

are non-empty, since E is compatible with M and either 0 or ex. Let 

A2 = (xni n xM2 n E) u (rwi n ^ n £), 
*2 = (** n Ŵ2 n £ ) u (Yni n ^ n £) • 

Then ^ 2 U ^2 = £• Since E is compatible with M and any of 0, eh e2, 
or ^ + e2i each of the two components of A2 or i?2 is non-empty, and 
(v4l5 i?]), (A2, B2) satisfy the interlocking property. Continuing in this 
way, An will be a union of 2W_1 non-empty disjoint clopen sets, as will 
Bn. An+1 is a union of 2n clopen sets, each obtained by splitting one of 
the components of An [} Bn, using the tree for M as a guide, and letting 
the last entry of the intersection be an X in each case. Similarly, the 2n 

components of Bn+i are intersections whose last entry is a Y. By induction 
we obtain an interlocking sequence of sets, and (1) follows. 

8. F-spaces, quasi-F-spaces, and Alexandroff duplicates. The work of 
Seever [31] demonstrates the importance of F-spaces in the study of 
measures on Boolean algebras. Recently Dashiell, et al. [5, 6] have studied 
the larger class of quasi-F-spaces and the associated up-down semi-com
plete Boolean algebras (see also [29]). In this section we use an important 
topological construction (formation of the Alexandroff duplicate of a 
given space) to analyze the Jordan algebras of F-spaces and quasi-F-
spaces. 

The Alexandroff duplicate of a given space Fis A(T) = F (J F ' , where 
T is a disjoint copy of F, each point of V is isolated, and a typical neigh
borhood of 0̂ is V U (V — {tó}), where F is a neighborhood of tQ in F. 
A(T) is again a zero-dimensional compact Hausdorff space. There is a 
natural retraction TV:A(T) -• F which sends any t0 and tó to ?0. A conveni
ent summary of facts about A(T) (in a more general setting) appears in 
[16] (see also Mathematical Reviews 55 # 6358). 

THEOREM 8.1. If T is infinite, then the algebra 3) of clopen subsets of 
A(T) fails both (G) and(N). 

PROOF. Choose any sequence (t0) of distinct points of F, and let jun = 
8(0 - d(tn). Iff e C(A(T)), then g = / - / < > % is continuous on A(T) 
and vanishes on F. Thus for any e > 0, {p e A(T) : \g(p) | ̂  e} is a compact, 
hence finite, subset of F' . It follows that//„(/) =f(Q - f(tn) = g(Q -> 0. 
Hence jun -* 0 in a(M(T), C{T)\ but clearly jun -» 0 in a(M(T), M(T)'\ 
so Qi fails (G). 
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Similarly, let pn = n(ò(Q - ö(tn)). If Z> G ̂ , then C = D f| Tis clopen 
in T. We claim that DA(C U C") is finite. If D - (C U C") is infinite, 
then D — C" is infinite and has no cluster point in D, a contradiction. 
If (C U C") — D is infinite, then C — D is infinite, hence has a cluster 
point in C c D, This contradicts the fact that D is open in A{T) and 
establishes the claim. Thus for any De@>, /in(D) is eventually 0, so (fj,n) 
is ^-bounded, but not uniformly bounded. 

The map / - • (f\T,f — f° %) is a topological isomorphism of C(A(T)) 
onto C(T) © c0(T), yielding an alternate proof that @ fails (G) (see [29, 
VIII. 2]). M(A(T)) is isometrically isomorphic to the /^sum of M(T) and 
/KT). 

The next result establishes an interesting relationship between A(T) 
and a Jordan algebra of Borei sets of T, in the case where T is perfect. 
Note that the derived set of any zero-dimensional F-space is such a T 
(an argument is easily constructed using the fact that jp-spaces have no 
non-trival convergent sequences). 

THEOREM 8.2. If T has no isolated points, then the Stone space ofJJßo) 
is homeomorphic to A(T). 

PROOF. Let S = St(/j(Bo)), p: S -* T the continuous surjection in
duced by the embedding of ^ as a sub-algebra of /j(Bo). We will 
find a homeomorphism 0 of A(T) onto S such that p o 0 = #, the natural 
retraction of A(T) onto T. 

Define 0 : ^(T7) -> S by 0 (0 = { 5 e /^(Bo): B contains a deleted neigh
borhood of t in r } , 0(f') = {Be /j(Bo): * e B}. Then 0 (0 and 0(f') are 
filters in ./j(Bo), and 0(f') is clearly maximal. To see that 0 (0 is an ultra-
filter, suppose B e /j(Bo) and BJC is finite for some clopen set C in T. 
If i? contains no deleted neighborhood of t, then neither does C. Since t is 
not isolated, C is a neighborhood of t, and so B contains a deleted neigh
borhood of T, i.e., 2? e 0(0-

For each t e T, {t} G 0(f'), but {t} <£ 0 ( 0 ; it follows easily that 0 is 
one-to-one. 0 is automatically continuous at any point of T'. Now fix 
tQ e T9 and let B0 be a fixed member of </>(t0). Then B0 contains some 
C ~ {*o}> where C is a clopen neighborhood of t0 in T". Form D = 
(C U C') - {*ó}, a clopen neighborhood of tQ in ^4(r). If t e C, then C -
{t0} G 0(f), and so B0e<j>(t'). If f ' e C" - { $ , then C - {f0} e 0 (O, 
and so BQ e 0(f ')• Thus 0 maps Z> into the clopen subset of S determined 
by BQi so 0 is continuous at t0. 

0 has dense range: if B e /j(Bo), 2? # 0 , choose f0 e i?. Then 0(fo') is 
in the clopen subset of S determined by B. Now we have 0 a homeomor
phism of A{T) onto 5. Finally, p o 0(0 = { C e < ^ : C e 0 ( 0 } = {C G Çf: C 
contains a deleted neighborhood of f} = {Ce<g: tetf} = (the ultrafilter 
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on ^ determined by) t = n(t\ while p°<l)'(t') = { C e # : C e ^ ( 0 } = 
{Ce<g:te<g} = t = n(t'). This completes the proof. 

COROLLARY 8.3. If T has no isolated points, then /j(Bo) fails both (G) 
and (N). 

Theorem 8.5 shows that J^(Ba) can have both (G) and (N), but this is 
not always true (Proposition 6.1). 

The following example should be compared with the results of [26]. 

EXAMPLE 8.4. Suppose T contains an uncountable, nowhere-dense zero-
set Z. Then Y = Z U Z ' = iz~l{Z) is a zero-set in A(T) whose interior is 
not a Baire set in A(T). Indeed Y° = Z ' is uncountable while every clopen 
subset of V is finite. Thus Y° is not a cozero set in A(T) and therefore 
not a Baire set. Note that if Tis metrizable, then A(T) is first countable. 

The Alexandroff duplicate of T is perhaps most interesting in our 
context when Tis an F-space [13, 31]. Here the basic diagram of inclusions 
(§6) reduces to three distinct algebras : 

V = JJflä) - JJflo) -> JJJio). 

THEOREM 8.5. If Tis an F-space, then (a) Jna(Ba) = <g has (G) and (N), 
and(b)Jf(Bo) = Jna(U). 

PROOF. Since an F-space has no non-trivial convergent sequences, every 
closed scattered subset is finite, and so Jna{0) = Jf{0) for & = Ba(T), 
Bo(r), or U(T). This proves (b), since a subset of T with finite boundary 
is a Borei set. Now suppose that B is a Baire set in T with boundary 
{fi, . . . , tn}. Choose disjoint clopen sets (Cf-)?=1 with t{ G C{ and (J?=1 Q = 
T Then each B{ = B f| C{ is a Baire set whose boundary is a single point, 
so we may assume that dB = {t0}. Thus 5 = B° or £ = 5. If B = B°9 

then B is an open Baire set, hence a cozero-set, and so B is a disjoint 
union of non-empty clopen sets (D„). Then {JD2n and (jD2»+i a r e dis
joint cozero-sets, each containing t0 in their closure, and this contradicts 
the fact that T is an F-space. If B = B, then B is an open Baire set with 
boundary {*o}, and we reach a contradiction as before. Hence B must be 
clopen. 

If T is extfemally disconnected [13], the inclusion diagram reduces to 
two distinct algebras. 

THEOREM 8.6. If T is extremally disconnected, then /j(Bo) = //(Bo) = 
/WÖ(Bo). 

PROOF. It suffices to consider a Borei set B with one-point boundary 
{tQ}. If B = B°, then B = B° is clopen, by the extremally disconnected 
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property, and BAB = {tQ}. If B = B, then B° = (5)° is clopen, and 
BAB° = {t0}. Hence Be/j(Bo). 

COROLLARY 8.7. If T is extremally disconnected and has no isolated 
points, then (a) /wa(Ba) always has (G) and(N), and (b) Jna(Bo) = Jna(U) 
never has (G) «or (N). 

PROOF, (a) This follows from Theorem 8.5 (a) and [31]; (b) Apply 8.3 
and 8.6. 

EXAMPLE 8.8. The conclusion of 8.6 need not hold for basically dis
connected T. Let S be the non-discrete P-space of cardinal KX described in 
[13, 4N]. Thus S = [0, CUI] as a set, but all a < o)\ are isolated points of 
S. Let T = ßS. Then Tis basically disconnected [13, 4N.3, 6M.1], hence 
an F-space, and may be identified with the one-point compactification of 
[Ja<ù)$[Q> ce] (again, each [0, a] is a countable discrete space). Let D = 
{a < Û>I". a is an even ordinal}, 

A = U Cl(D fi [0, a]), 
a<û>i 

where the closure is taken in T Then A e //(Bo), but 4̂ £ /j(Bo). Indeed 
3/1 = {Û>I}, while any clopen set in T either contains or completely misses 
a neighborhood of coi-

Now we turn to the important class of quasi-F-spaces. 

DEFINITION 8.9. [5, 6]. T is a quasi-F-space if every dense cozero-set is 
C*-embedded in T. 

In contrast, T is an F-space if every cozero-set is C*-embedded in T. 
If s/ is a Boolean algebra, then its Stone space r i s a quasi-F-space if and 
only if stf is up-down semi-complete [5, 29], i.e., if a disjoint sequence 
(A„) in ja/ has a supremum in s/, then so does every subsequence. It 
is equivalent to require that if A\ ^ A2 ^ • • • ^ B2 ^ Bx and A 
(J5W — An) = 0 in J2/, then there is a member C of j ^ with v4w g C ^ £WVAZ 

(necessarily C = V^» = A^»)- This should be compared with property 
(I) of [31]. Schachermayer [29, V.1.5] shows that the classical Jordan 
algebra of subsets of [0, 1] is up-down semi-complete. His proof adapts 
easily to show the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 8.10. The algebras Jc(Bo), Jna(Bo), andJm(U) are up-down 
semi-complete for every T 

Note that these algebras contain all singleton sets, while the correspond
ing algebras of Baire sets do not, unless Tis first countable. None of the 
other Jordan algebras are up-down semi-complete for all T. If T = 2A, 
then T is not a quasi-F-space. Thus if A is uncountable, Example 6.4 
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shows that ^ = /j(Ba) = //(Ba) = Jc(Ba) = /wû(Ba) is not up-down 
semi-complete. If Tis first-countable, scattered, or an F-space, then /nö(Ba) 
is up-down semi-complete. If T = 2N, then Theorem 8.2 can be used to 
show that /j(Bo) is not up-down semi-complete. //(Bo) is not up-down 
semi-complete for T = [0, col]. 

We mention now an important special class of quasi-F-spaces. 

DEFNINTION 8.11. [22]. F is an almost-P-space if every non-empty zero-
set of F has non-empty interior. 

The equivalent condition on <% is that no non-trivial suprema of count-
ably infinite subcollections of <% exist. This is called property (n — a) by 
Schachermayer, and Cantor separability by Walker [39]. Any almost-F-
space is clearly a quasi-F-space. Note that any ju e ba(^) is trivially count-
ably additive in the Boolean sense. See [6, 38] for additional information. 

Our final result shows that, for T an infinite F-space, passage to the 
Alexandroff duplicate produces an almost-P-space on which Fwa(Ba) fails 
both (G) and (N). 

THEOREM 8.12. Let T be an infinite F-space. Then (a) A{T) is not 
an F-space \ (b) A{T) is an almost-P-space, hence is a quasi-F-space \ 
and (c) the algebra of Baire sets in A(T) with scattered boundary fails (G) 
and(N). 

PROOF, (a) Let (Un) be a disjoint sequence of non-empty clopen subsets 
of T (with the relative topology). Choose a point tn in Un9 and let V = 
{*n}£=i> w = [J%=i(Un U (U'n - {Q)). Then Fand JFare disjoint cozero 
sets in A(T). If t0 is a cluster point of (tn) in T, then t0 e V f| W\ hence 
A(T) is not an F-space. 

(b) Let t/be a dense cozero set in A(T) ; it suffices to show that U = A(T) 
Clearly T' <= JJ. Let U = \J™Dn, where each Dn is a clopen subset of 
A(T). Let Cn = Dn f] T; then (as in Theorem 8.1) DnA(Cn U O is finite 
for all n. Since V c (JT^»> T' - | jT m « i s a t m o s t countable. Thus 
T - \j°iCn is countable, so A{T) - U is a countable zero-set of A(T) 
contained in T. By [13, 14N], this zero-set is empty, so U = ^4(T). 

(c) Using 8.1, it suffices to show that a Baire set B of A(T) with scattered 
boundary must be clopen. Since A(T) admits no non-trivial convergent 
sequences (for T an F-space), dB is finite. As in 8.5, it is enough to show 
that B cannot have a one-point boundary {t0}. If so, then necessarily 
tQ e T. Either B = B° or B = B = B° U {*o}- I n t h e first case> -# fi T is 
a Baire set in T9 hence cannot have a one-point boundary, by 8.5. Thus 
B 0 Tis clopen in T and misses f 0, so /0 has a clopen neighborhood F in 
A(T) with £ fi V c 3T'. Now 5 f i F is an open Baire set in A(T), hence 
cozero, and a subset of T\ hence countable. Let B Ç] V = {^}. Then r0 is 
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the unique cluster point of (Q in A(T), so tn -+ t0. Since A(T) has no 
non-trivial convergent sequences, this is a contradiction. 

The other case (B = B) is handled similarly by considering B. 

9. Some open questions. (1) A family & of subsets of Tis called a bounding 
class if every ^-bounded sequence in M(T) is uniformly bounded; & is 
called a converging class if every ^-Cauchy sequence is o{M{T), M(T)')-
convergent. It is known, for example, that the cozero sets or the regular 
open sets in T form both a bounding and a converging class (see, for ex
ample, Gänssler [12] and Wells [40]). 

Say that an algebra <% of subsets of T, <£ a (% a U{T), is a bounding or 
converging algebra if the above conditions hold. If @t is Nikodym, then it 
is a bounding algebra; if 08 has (G'), then it is a converging algebra. Do 
the converses hold? Note that, for example, the "bounding property" 
relates to M(T), while the Nikodym property relates to Af(St(^)), a much 
larger collection of measures in general. 

(2) Corollary 5.9 and Theorem 8.5 show that Jm(Ba) has the Nikodym 
property if T is either first countable or an F-space. However, the proofs 
are totally dissimilar. Is there a single argument which can unify these two 
cases? 

(3) Let # = clopen subsets of T. If ^ has the Nikodym property, then 
every ^-Cauchy sequence in M(T) is weak*-Cauchy (hence weak*-con-
vergent). In turn, this implies that every ^-Cauchy sequence is ^-con
vergent. Are these three properties equivalent? Note that all three fail if 
T has a non-trivial convergent sequence (use the example in §3). 

(4) When is the Stone space of a Boolean algebra supercompact [36]? 
What measure-theoretic properties do supercompact spaces have? 

(5) Do J„a(Bo) and Jm(U) have the Nikodym property for T = 2A, A 
uncountable? 
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